RPG Business Advisory Services
Royce Peeling Green provide accountancy services for private companies of all sizes,
small listed businesses, owner-managed and family enterprises and not for profit
organisations across a wide range of sectors. Many other firms of accountants also
do this - so why are we different?

accountancy professionals
First and foremost our people are trained accountants with experience of
putting together management accounts, financial statements and tax
computations. We are not just career accountants; we understand the
mechanics of producing financial information and where the pitfalls
can lie.

director led service
We believe in utilising the skills of our most experienced staff where they
can be most effective; you will always have access to the relationship
director throughout the service delivery process.

tailored approach for every client based on
understanding your business
We expect to have a relationship with the key decision makers in our clients’ businesses not just the key finance
staff. By properly understanding their views on the key risks facing their business and how they seek to mitigate
those risks we are better able to design an advisory service and accounting solution which focuses on those areas.
Our book-keeping/management accounting function can stand alone as a service we provide to clients. However,
we are often involved in other aspects of advising our clients such as tax planning or strategic consultancy. Through
interaction at the processing stage and client knowledge garnered we can offer a joined up
service which ensures our clients receive the best possible advice across a wide range of
their interests.

commercially focused recommendations for change and
improvement
Whilst carrying out the essential book-keeping service we will evaluate the key controls in
operation in your business, advise you how well they operate and where there may be
weaknesses or scope for improvement.

high technical standards and quality deliverables
Our staff receive the training necessary to keep them abreast of the ever changing demands of financial reporting
standards. Just as important, they are part of a culture which has an affinity with our clients’ outlook on business.
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value for money
Our team has large firm experience combined with small firm attention to detail.
Our cost structure enables us to offer very competitive rates in comparison to
bigger firms. We will agree with you what information your staff can produce
and a timetable for the regular preparation of financial information which
meets your requirements and assists you in running your business. This
clarity together with our online accounting solutions helps us to be
efficient and keep cost to a minimum.

good reputation in the business community
Royce Peeling Green is over a century old and we have many clients who we have had the privilege to serve for
many years. The firm is well known in the local financial and commercial community and is known to be a very
credible financial advisor.

why are these factors so significant?
This is what our clients tell us they like about our firm and what makes us a valued partner in their businesses.

If you struggling to meet the constant demands of timely financial management information and regulatory
bureaucracy, and you believe your current advisor does not tick all of the boxes you require we would be
delighted to meet with you to see if we can help. Our contact details are:

Manchester

Stockport

Chris Poston:

cposton@rpg.co.uk

Peter Buckley:

pbuckley@rpg.co.uk

Andrew Burnett:

aburnett@rpg.co.uk

Julian Redmond:

jredmond@rpg.co.uk

Telephone:

0161 608 0000

Telephone:

0161 429 9740

The Copper Room
Deva Centre
Trinity Way
Manchester
M3 7BG

62 Wellington Road South
Stockport
Cheshire
SK1 3SU
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